SUMMARY of CHANGE
o Corrects "Supplementation" paragraph.
o Corrects "Suggested improvements" paragraph.
o Removes"CBDCOM" and inserts "SBCCOM" throughout the document.
o Removes "The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans" and inserts "Deputy Chief of Staff, G-8", throughout the document. c. Provides guidance for classification of programs and plans for which the Army is responsible as executive agent for the chemical and biological defense program.
References
Required and related publications and prescribed and referenced forms are listed in appendix A.
Explanation of abbreviations and terms
Abbreviations and special terms used in this regulation are explained in the glossary.
Responsibilities
a. Principal officials of Headquarters, Department of the Army, will apply the policies and procedures of this regulation to programs and actions within their staff responsibility.
b. Major Army commanders, major subordinate commanders, installation commanders, and operational commanders who deal with former offensive chemical warfare programs, chemical and biological defense, and NBC contamination avoidance/survivability information will apply the policies and procedures of this regulation to programs and actions within their command responsibility.
c. Program or project managers for programs who include former offensive chemical warfare programs, chemical and biological defense, and NBC contamination avoidance/survivability information will use the policies and procedures of this regulation for classification purposes.
d. Systems managers for systems that include former offensive chemical warfare programs, chemical and biological defense, and NBC contamination avoidance/survivability information. These individuals will use the policies and procedures of this regulation for classification purposes.
Policies
a. Information under the purview of this regulation, unless special circumstances require otherwise (see para 5c), will be classified at the recommended level and duration consistent with national security (see tables 1, 2 and 3). Originators of documents classified by this regulation and other sources (marked "multiple sources") will consider the duration of classification when computing the declassification date specified from-(1) The proper section of tables 1, 2, or 3.
(2) Declassification instructions appearing on other source documents. This regulation will be listed as one of the sources of classification on the record copy of the document (see AR 380-5).
b. Documents and information classified before 27 September 2003 will be processed for systematic review as set forth in AR 380-5, para 3-9. Extensions of classifications are not automatic. Exceptions to the above include classified information which, in the judgment of the holder, continues to merit security classification and that meets the criteria of AR 380-5. This information will be promptly processed for systematic review as prescribed by AR 380-5, chapter 3, section II. This original classification authority may extend the classification; see paragraph 5e.
c. This regulation does not limit the responsibility of originators to classify or declassify information or assign a higher classification when, in their judgment, the circumstances warrant such action. If the originators of the information have the requisite original classification authority, they may classify the information at the higher level. If the originators do not have the requisite original classification authority, they may proceed as required by AR 380-5. However, information may not be reclassified after it has been declassified and released to the public under proper authority. The Deputy Chief of Staff, G-8 will provide help in establishing proper levels of classification.
d. A program security classification guide will be developed for each system and equipment development program that involves RDTE of technical information. Initial basic classification guidance applicable to technical characteristics of the system or equipment will be developed and submitted for each new program identified in the Program Objective Memorandum (POM). A detailed classification guide will be developed and issued as soon as possible after the approval of the POM. Approval of classification guides for U.S. Army research, development, and acquisition activities will be integrated into the materiel acquisition and decision process under AR 70-1.
e. Original classification may be extended only-
(1) In accordance with the standards set forth in this guide, by the official with requisite original classification authority for this guide.
(2) For successive periods not to exceed 10 years each.
(3) If all known holders of information can be notified of such action before the date or event previously set for declassification.
f. Information containing permanent historical value that is 25 years or older will be subject to EO 12958, as amended, section 3.4(b).
g. In any compilation of information, if at least three specific pieces of unclassified information would lead a reasonable and prudent person to deduct that this information (if made available to adversaries) would probably cause serious damage to the national security if released, then this compilation should be classified SECRET. 3. Former agent production and munition filling such as lethal and incapacitating agents (including binary chemical agents and munitions). a. Locations of former production and filling facilities. UNCLASSIFIED. b. Facility capacities for agent production and munitions filling.
UNCLASSIFIED. c. Total quantity of agents or munitions produced or filled (per facility and total programs).
UNCLASSIFIED. d. Data on total and partial procurement programs associated with acquisition objectives.
UNCLASSIFIED. e. Facility design and operating capability.
UNCLASSIFIED.
4. Nontraditional agents (NTA) and simulants a. The use of generic terms such as NTA in generic descriptions of chemical defense work provided the term is not associated with specific chemical compounds, any specific nation, or any nonstate actor.
UNCLASSIFIED.
b. Indication that an NTA is generic term for potential threat agents developed by foreign entities (not further identified).
c. The identification of the structure, formula, synthesis, production process, or significant physical properties of any NTA.
SECRET-Duration: A date 25 years from event or date of document (reason: EO 12958, as amended, sec. 1.4(h)). c. Information revealing significant materiel and/or operational deficiencies in the overall U.S. chemical defense posture, training, and readiness, when revelation would be of substantial value to a potential enemy.
SECRET-Exemptions 2 and 4.
d. Field formulation information on prophylaxis and therapy.
Normally UNCLASSIFIED. However, may require classification if the information represents a technological breakthrough of military significance, when revelation would be of substantial value to a potential enemy-Exemption 2.
(See para 5c of this regulation.) e. Information revealing planning for defensive measures against terrorist use of chemical agents. SECRET (see para 1). (1) Numbers, types, and exact locations of IDS sensors installed on a storage structure or in conjunction with a perimeter barrier. Table 3 Classification Guidance for Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) Contamination Survivability Information Information Classification 1. NBC contamination survivability/vulnerability testing and evaluation. a. Specific hardness vulnerability to NBC agents that could cause the system to either fail or significantly reduce its ability to perform its mission critical functions.
CONFIDENTIAL-Exemptions 2 and 3.
b. Specific compatibility vulnerability that could prevent a soldier in MOPP 4 from performing a mission critical task.
CONFIDENTIAL-Declassify when vulnerability no longer exists. c. Specific decontaminability vulnerability that could result in more than a negligible risk to unprotected personnel following decontamination with standard decontaminants and procedures. CONFIDENTIAL-Exemption 2.
2. Specific criteria for NBC contamination survivability without reference to a system's assessed vulnerability to these criteria.
UNCLASSIFIED.
3. Identification of materials/components affected by NBC decontaminants.
4. Identification of materials/components not affected by NBC contaminants and decontaminants.
